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About This Game

TERRARIUM LAND is a 3D action-adventure arcade game with some logical puzzles.
A spaceship carrying robot T.I.X. crashes. Adventures and fight with mechanical enemies named "cybozoorgs" now start in the

Terrarium Land world.
To preserve the nature on the planet, solve the puzzles and destroy enemies on different levels. Do explore the world`s levels,

find secret places, unique artifacts and bonuses. Buy or find powerful weapons for the battles.

Robot T.I.X. is the main hero of the game. It is an experimental intelligent spy-cyborobot with different kinds of capabilities.
The robot can generate a magnetic field to interact with the environment, transfer and scan objects. To battle with enemies,

T.I.X. also uses various bombs and firearms. It uses special equipment to pass levels.
Health and energy are the parameters of the robot. Health is reduced by wounds and increased by bonuses. Energy decreases

during runs, jumps and operation of the magnetic field generator but it is recovered during inaction.
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Typically, levels  in the game are small and medium-sized arenas with traps, enemies and logical puzzles. To complete a level
and continue the adventure, you need to perform a number of specific tasks. The tasks are varied and include search and

explorations, missions to annihilate and destroy, tasks to collect artifacts, and much more.

  3 unique planets.

  Various locations with their own environment and natural conditions.

  Interaction with environment.

  The main hero uses special equipment to solve different problems in different situations

  The inhabitants of the planets have different behaviors.

  Some of them are harmless and coward, while others are aggressive.

  There are a variety of planet adventure tasks.
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Title: Terrarium Land
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Layer games
Publisher:
Layer games
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E4400 (2.0 GHz) / AMD Athlon 64 4000+ (2.4 GHz)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GTS

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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terrarium land meaning. terrarium landau. terrarium landscape designs. terrarium land. terrarium for land turtles. terrarium land
definition. land crab terrarium. terrarium wasser und land. terrarium land turtle. terrarium landschildpad. land water terrarium.
terrarium landscape ideas. terrarium with land and water. terrarium half water half land. landschildkröten terrarium. terrarium
landscape. terrarium landschildkröte. land wasser terrarium. terrarium land water divider. terrarium land pc. little lands
terrarium. land snail terrarium

Dont be fooled by the nice graphics and cool trailers it sucks thats what i would say
the sound effects are really bad the main menu is such a just rushed through thing and
the controls are just the worst you have to hold down R and move long distances with wasd at the same time
look try it now pretending and you move so slow. press this to speed up it says but it makes no difference. i would no reccomend
this game.. Dont be fooled by the nice graphics and cool trailers it sucks thats what i would say
the sound effects are really bad the main menu is such a just rushed through thing and
the controls are just the worst you have to hold down R and move long distances with wasd at the same time
look try it now pretending and you move so slow. press this to speed up it says but it makes no difference. i would no reccomend
this game.. i dont recommend this game the controls are a bit fiddely and complecated. i dont recommend this game the controls
are a bit fiddely and complecated
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